April 12, 2018

Dear Colleagues,
I was one of the members of the panel that handled the administrative review
of the abrogation of teaching duty penalty that was imposed by the provost’s
office on Prof. Akbulut.
Right now, my inbox contains 438 email messages sent by Prof. Akbulut after
October 22, 2014 (the day his advanced graduate course was cancelled). I have
received 262 emails from him, in the time interval after I agreed to serve on the
AR panel (April 2016). Almost none of these emails has just been sent to me.
In fact, the majority were sent or cc’ed to the whole math faculty, to the whole
math department, or also to the sta↵ and graduate students, the CNS dean,
the MSU provost, the MSU board of trustees, the MSU president, etc. To be
fair, not all of these emails pertain directly to the penalty or its administrative
review. However, I would estimate that more than half of them are related to
this subject. Several of the emails have also been sent by Prof. Akbulut to
outsiders, for example to the President of the American Mathematical Society,
reporters of the NY Times, program directors of the NSF, the Michigan attorney
general, the lieutenant Governor of Michigan, etc. In addition there have been
continuous postings on the web and social media (twitter).
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Here are some of the characterizations of the members of the administrative
review panel and of other involved faculty that have been used in these emails
and/or postings: “administration’s loyal bootlickers”, “cronies”, “bribed with
perks and privileges”. There have been posts entitled “fibber and his five minions” which is a reference to the math. department chair and the five members
of our panel. In fact, Prof. Akbulut has attached a file called “minions.pdf”
(later “minions1.pdf”) to about 20 such mass email messages and also to about
that many twitter posts. (It is also still on his web page.) This file is a strange
piece of fiction in which the record of events is bizarrely distorted. In it, the
panel members (we are listed each by our name in full display) are accused of
lying to be “on the side of power”. We are compared to the actors that testified
against their colleagues during the McCarthy era hearings and even to enablers
of Dr. Nassar’s crimes. In the meantime, in many emails, he regularly called
for some of us to resign from committees and administrative posts (since we
are “cronies” of the chair and/or “lied” about his record), he included threats
about damaging our professional reputation, and threats of us ending up in jail
because we signed “a fraudulent document” (this would be the AR report).

Many of these were sent to every MSU mathematics faculty and also to outsiders as above. In addition, Prof. Akbulut produced comparative lists of salary
increases and emailed them to the whole department and even to colleagues in
other universities trying to make the point that we have been bribed.
It is impossible to appreciate the magnitude of this abuse that has been going
on, for 2 years now, without actually living through it. It is also not easy to
estimate the damage that this campaign of harassement has inflicted on me
personally, on my colleagues and on the reputation of our department. My
personal feelings about our department and MSU in general have definitely
changed for the worse.
When I agreed to serve in the AR panel I knew it would be a difficult task.
However, I and the other members of the committee believed that by looking at
things fairly and professionally we would be doing a service to the department
which at that point has been receiving a constant barrage of emails by Prof.
Akbulut. Indeed, we looked at everything in good faith (that included 30 pages
of documents and two hours of -secretly- taped conversations of him with the
math. chair, provided to us by Prof. Akbulut). We investigated all allegations diligently, and wrote our report with a lot of e↵ort and care. Nobody,
neither the math. chair nor the CNS dean, exerted any influence. The accusation of bribery is beyond despicable. We arrived at a clear conclusion: Prof.
Akbulut knowingly refused to teach his assigned course and so the penalty was
justified. Moreover, we found that Prof. Akbulut’s accusations of a conspiracy or of discrimination in the cancellation of his previous course were baseless.
Nevertheless, trying to strike a conciliatory tone, we praised Prof. Akbulut’s
commitment to graduate education and expressed appreciation for his historical role in building our graduate program. For more details, one can read our
report. After all, the previous advisory committee had already made such a
reconciliatory opening. They suggested a teaching reduction which was practically o↵setting most of the monetary penalty imposed by the associate provost.
Prof. Akbulut gladly accepted the teaching reduction (in 2016) but, ba✏ingly,
he did not stop his targeting campaign.
I repeat, I cannot possibly estimate the cost of this harassment. It is both
emotional and professional. Imagine doing service in good faith and then, for
a whole two years after that, being subjected to the jolt of a stream of sudden
mass emails with subject line “Reporting robbery” or containing statements
with the gist of “you are frauds”, “shame on you”, “the chair is a thief and you
are his cronies”. I have lost the equivalent of a semester’s worth of productive
time dealing with this. If the harassment does not stop, I will refuse to serve
in another committee. In fact, I am already disappointed at MSU for letting
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this go on for this long and not protecting us; if this issue is not resolved I
will be applying for a position elsewhere. It is not just personal, I also feel
terrible for the rest of my colleagues. Tenured faculty could have thicker skin,
but younger faculty, even Graduate students and postdocs also received most of
these messages and seen these posts. Many faculty are intimidated since they do
not want to be included in a new list of targets. Outside MSU, our department
has either become the butt of a joke or is being unfairly suspected of covering
up some bizarre conspiracy, depending on the audience. To make a long story
short, this place is not worthy of being called a university if such behavior is
tolerated.
Yours sincerely,

George Pappas
George Pappas
Professor of Mathematics
Department of Mathematics,
Michigan State University.
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